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Everything needed to learn to read, write, speak, and understand the basic and most useful words

in the Korean language is in this handy set of flash cardsâ€”including many hundreds of phrases and

sentences using them.The cards in this volume are a great way to learn Korean and contain the

most common words and expressions used in daily Korean communicationâ€”concrete nouns as

well as verbs and adjectives that form the core Korean vocabulary. These are grouped thematically

to enable easy memorization and retention. A sample sentence is given to illustrate the use of the

main word on each card which is often a well-known Korean saying or an idiom. Key features of

Korean Flash Cards include: 200 Hole-punched flash cards Over 1,000 Korean words and

sentences All of the most commonly used-words Native-speaker audio recordings Sample

sentences in Korean A 32-page booklet with sorting indexes and practice tipsThe FRONT of each

card contains: Main vocabulary word 4 related words and phrases to help you use it.The BACK of

each card contains: Main word Related words' English meanings Korean script (hangul)

Romanizations. A sample sentence in Korean with romanization and English translation.
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These are really handy for learning Korean vocabulary. I whip them out when I'm walking, standing

in line, or whenever I have a few minutes in between tasks really. I like that each word has 4 other

related words on the same flashcard, it makes for building links which helps me to remember words

more easily. However, the sample sentences are terrible. Not that I they're grammatically incorrect



or anything (that I know of, I'm only a beginner ^^), but the wording of the sentences just seems

forced and unnatural, and they use English phrases, as in, instead of a sentence from Korean that

they translate into English, it's an English phrase translated into Korean. As a language learner this

really irks me. Especially since I learn better when words are put into context.Other than that

though, I really like this set and would recommend.

Tuttle always has such wonderful products, and these flashcards are no different. They are easy to

read and are well organized. They give you sample sentences along with the words and teach you

word order and such. I'm an adult [obviously] and I use these because I'm teaching myself Korean

and these have been an invaluable tool in my learning process. Really recommend these for

anyone trying to learn or teach Korean.

Love these flashcards. I had already begun learning the Korean language once I received these

cards and they have been a great help. Especially the corresponding audio so I know the proper

sound, and pronunciation. I love that there are sentences that show proper usage of the words

presented and feel this has been such a helpful way to learn the language. Would definitely suggest

learning the alphabet front ways and back ways and feel once you get a true grip on the alphabet

and proper pronunciation of the alphabet first you will find these cards even more helpful.

Comes with a ring to link cards on as you choose to add them. Many often used words and the first

word on the card usually describes the others, such as body part then 4 body parts. Helpful for

practice.

These are very well made! I love the whole box set up with the ring and four stacks of cards! These

will be handy for at home and when I'm out and about! I recommend these to all my fellow Korean

learners! :)

These flashcards are excellent. They are durable and have lots of good vocabulary! Not only does

the card have the vocabulary word translation on the other side, but it also has similar/related words

to learn. Highly recommend these cards to anyone looking to increase their Korean vocabulary!

Wish the ring was completely round so it could loop around, but still love it great product. Audio CD

works great!



Love them! Got a set for my husband to use when he is on travel. Good learning tool. Purchased

another set for my niece for her birthday.
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